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This issue of the IVSA Newsletter stretches back to the our fantastic Winter Symposium in Serbia!
It also looks forward to our upcoming events around the world. One of the highlights will be the
IVSA Summer Congress in Norway and as an Executive Committee we are so excited to meet
new IVSA members and catch up with old friends. The itinerary for Norway looks fantastic and the
GAs promise to be full of interesting and stimulating discussion as we hear from the constitution
committee and hold the elections for the new Executive Committee.
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IVSA CONGRESS
Hosted by IVSA NORWAY

IVSA NEWS Spring 2012

st
61

Aqua Medicine and Animal Welfare
By Malin Rokseth Reiten and Lena Hammerlund Teige (Congress Organising Committee), IVSA Norway

IVSA Norway is the proud host of
the 61st IVSA congress! From July
15th to July 27th we give you the
opportunity to discover some of
the best Norway has to offer (in an
affordable way)! The 100 delegates
and the OC will expand their
knowledge about Aqua Medicine
and Animal Welfare, which are the
two themes of the congress.
Aqua culture is Norway’s second
largest industry. We are the world’s
leading salmon exporter and we
also farm halibut and cod.
Norwegian vet students have to
learn a lot about fish at school, and
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a lot of vets work only with fish. Aqua
medicine is a relatively new field, and
new diseases and new knowledge of
fish physiology and anatomy are
continuously discovered.
Animal welfare is an important theme
in Norway, and we like to think that we
are world leading in the field. But are
we really? We look forward to
discussing it with the rest of the world!
We will start our journey in Oslo, the
capitol of Norway. Oslo is a city of
500 000 people and it is located in the
southern part of Norway. It is known
as one of the most expensive cities in
the world, both to live in and as a
travel destination. It is also known for
having the world’s best coffee.
Fun fact 1: Did you know that
Norwegians drink more coffee
than any other nation in the world?

In Oslo we will house the delegates at
the vet school, which is situated right in
the middle of the city. The poor
delegates will have to sleep in lecture
rooms, gymnasiums and barracks, but if
you stay awake all night (you might
have to, see fun fact 2), you can sleep
in the bus instead.

Fun fact 2: Did you know that in
Oslo in July the sun is up 19 hours
a day and it’s never completely
dark?
Though the sleeping conditions aren’t
the best, the workshops, parties, meals
and lectures are never more than a
two minutes’ walk away.

	


The Norwegian summers can be
moderately warm, usually 20-25
degrees Celsius. Sometimes even 30
degrees or warmer, but only for limited
periods. The temperature and weather
changes quickly, and you always have to
be prepared for rain. In periods of rain

the temperature may fall down to
5-10 degrees Celsius. If you don’t

know what to say to a Norwegian, just
make a comment about the weather.
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Norwegians LOVE to talk about the
weather!
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Some of the world’s leading
researchers in both aqua medicine and
animal welfare will hold lectures for us
and help with the workshops. There
will also be a debate about patents
and Mads Gilbert will hold a lecture
about how vets can help animals and
humans in war zones and catastrophe
areas. He is a politician, a human
doctor and professor in emergency
medicine and has worked several
periods as a doctor during conflicts in
the Middle East. Other lecturers are
Trygve Poppe (“Fish for dummies”),
Øystein Evensen (“Aqua culture in the
world” and “Discovering new fish
vira”), Eystein Skjerve (“Feeding the
world in the future”), Adroaldo Zanella
(Animal welfare), Tore Framstad
(“Welfare in the pig industry”), Adrian
Smith (“Alternatives to animal testing”)
and many more.
Fun fact 3: did you know that
herring communicates by farting?
After two days with lectures and
parties in Oslo we travel to Hemsedal.
Our first stop will be Langedrag nature
park and mountain farm, where we will
get to know some of the animals of
the Northern fauna and traditional
Norwegian farm animal breeds.
Wolves, lynxes, reindeer and mountain
foxes live in large enclosures, and there
might be opportunities to meet some
of the animals on their side of the
fence!
Fun fact 4: Did you know that
there’s no such thing as bad
weather? Only bad clothing!
After a (hopefully) sunny day at
Langedrag we will be heading to
Eventyrgarden Huso, which will be our
home for the next 4 nights. Huso
Fairytale Land is 900 metres above sea
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level with stunning views over the
Hemsedal mountains. There are more
than 20 buildings, from a Viking
chieftain's house to a yard typical of
Hallingdal in the 19th century with
Swiss peasant-style guesthouse. Our
Hemsedal itinerary is not finalized yet,
but will include a day trip to the
famous fjords at the west coast, visit to
a fish farm, mountain hiking and
canoeing, general assemblies and a
Viking party. There will also be outdoor
hot tubs!
Back in Oslo there will be time for
sightseeing, workshops, more lectures
and parties and maybe a soccer or
volleyball match. We will visit the Viking
ship museum, the folk museum and
have a BBQ in Vigelandsparken, a
famous sculpture park with over 200
sculptures of naked people symbolizing
the journey of life. We are also
planning to eat loads of salmon and
vaffles with brown cheese and
raspberry jam. If you haven’t tried the
traditional aquavit, this is your chance!
Fun fact 5: Did you know that
aquavit means “Water of Life”? It
doesn’t taste like that…
The Organizing Committee consists of
17 hardworking and committed
people. We look forward to showing
you our vet school and country. (And
also how Norwegian vet students
party!) We are sure it will be thirteen
exhausting, but exciting days. Please
look at our web page
www.ivsanorway.com for updated
information. See you in July?
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ARE YOU THE NEXT EXCO?
Find out more about becoming an Officer or Trustee
IVSA NEWS Spring 2012

By the Global Executive Committee, planet earth...

ExCo Elections in South Korea

The IVSA Executive Committee affectionately known as the ExCo is responsible for the day to day running of the IVSA. It is made
up of a board of Officers and Trustees all of whom work hard to help the IVSA to achieve the aims of the IVSA. Are you a highly
motivated team player? Do you think that IVSA ExCo could be for you?
Whether you have been an active member of IVSA and are considering running for an Officer position, or if you are new to
IVSA, or feel that you’d be better suited to the role of the trustee this article is for you. We hope that by sharing our best
moments of IVSA and a brief description of our roles we can help you to make the big decision to run for ExCo elections at
Congress in Norway. And, if not I hope that by the end of it we will have inspired you!
For further information please visit the ivsa.org for our contact details and the IVSA constitution and bylaws.

President, Cihangir Dursun
Best IVSA moments: Meeting new
people and making lifelong friends.
Traveling the world and partying in the
different cities. Being the first Turkish
IVSA President!

	


Your role in ExCo: Lead the Executive
Committee in the day to day running of
IVSA. Preparing and leading the General
Assembly at Symposium and Congress.
Attend events IVSA is invited to as the
official representative of IVSA. Network
with potential partners and sponsors to

try and offer more value to our
membership for our members. You need
to be prepared to do anything, go
anywhere and love every second of it! It
requires a lot of time and commitment
but will be one of the best years you
have with the IVSA!

Secretary, Sophie Bromilow
Best IVSA moments:That rush of
happiness you get on the first day of
Congress/Symposium when you see a
good friend you haven’t seen since the
last IVSA event, and you have so much to

catch up on!
Your role in ExCo: The main occupation
for this role is writing the minutes during
every meeting and then perfecting them
when you write them up a few days
later. It’s a fairly easy-going position on
the whole, but the minutes can be hugely
time-consuming to edit and your English
must be near-to perfect to do the job
successfully. You must be present at every
single meeting without fail and you must
be prompt in returning the final copy of
the minutes and everyone’s list of jobs
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after each meeting to enable the other
positions to continue smoothly. The
position also involves seeking
sponsorship, which my trustee and I
decided to tackle together, as well as
taking on extra tasks individually, e.g.
writing a template for ‘How to Organise
a Congress or Symposium’, which I began
this year. It's a great role to keep yourself
up-to-date on everything that's going on
in IVSA but you have to stay alert for
very long meetings and if you're really
lucky you might get to write minutes and
do the roll call on your birthday!

Second live meeting in Nottingham

Treasurer, Bohye Shin
Best IVSA moments: Declaring the
opening as OC president in IVSA South
Korea Congress stands out in my
memory. And also, I learned very valuable
lessons and made new IVSA friends
during IVSA events. Whenever IVSA
related memories unexpectedly recur to
my mind, I think IVSA is the best present
which god gave me.
Your role in ExCo: Mainly the Treasurer
should manage IVSA group & individual
& supportive membership fees,
sponsored money and all IVSA related
funds. So I need to check IVSA accounts
periodically and send invoices to all
chapters, individuals and sponsors.
Moreover, reimbursing EXCO’s expenses
is an important job. All jobs are done by
internet banking. Though dealing with
computers ably is not a requirement, it is
highly useful. On account of working with
computers chiefly, I can work
everywhere, anytime as long as I can
access my computer. It's the greatest
advantage of being treasurer.

Information Officer (IO),
Louise Albrechsten
Best IVSA moments : Meeting new vet
friends from all over the world, Vet-Inn
party in a bicycle basement in Utrecth,
rakija in Belgrade, the first new chapters
being accepted in my term, fooling
around with charity dogwash with IVSA
Denmark and so much more!

Information Officer is to manage the
IVSA Information Office in Denmark
along with organization of the IVSA
paperwork and receiving incoming mail. It
also involves sending out application
forms and information regarding IVSA
membership and organizing the new
incoming individual, supportive and
chapter memberships. You also assist in
the daily management for the IVSA and
answering emails and attend live and
skype meetings and it’s a great way to get
involved and get more out of the IVSA
experience.

Information Technology Officer
(ITO) Dae-Sung Yu
Best IVSA moment/s: Since 2008 that
was my very first participation in IVSA
annual congress, every time I`ve spent
with IVSA guys gives me a strong sense
of belonging. But given that my first
presentation about myself seemed to be
not bad , actually I was starting as Exco`s
member from it, I bet all presentation
times I had are most successful and
happy moment, for example,
presentation regarding serious situation
in our countries giving a rising to
members` worry and fear , which was
designed with the objective of changing
serious mood into hilarious by the name
of how to prepare a war in Korea which
is offering student discount in weapons . I
cannot forget that moment every wrote

their favorite weapons down ,especially
Tomas chose a bow with Cupid`s arrows.
Your role in ExCo: I have been taking on
the responsibility of IVSA website
management , putting the posts each of
members requests , keep update in IVSA
to facilitate joining in IVSA membership .
Plus, I and Jan built additional website in
accordance with my commitment that
new wiki-style website trying to meet the
needs for better communication
between exchange officers. New website
www.ivsaeo.info is up and running.
My addition work is to take care of
international collaboration mainly FAO
United Nation as part of affiliates in
Scientific Task Force wildlife and
ecosystem health. Since I am one who
start this cooperation , I have took this
job requiring to fill out monthly report
on wildlife and ecosystem , reach out
general population via social network
services , primary Facebook and
promote other students association like
international federal medical students
association. No matter how much time I
have to spend for representing IVSA as
part of Task Force, I believe this tiny start
gives IVSA more great opportunity to
get involved in more productive
cooperation in global stage. Therefore
IVSA should take the important of
participation in global project into
account.

	

 Your role in ExCo: The main job for the
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ExCo attends SAVMA Symposium Purdue, USA

upcoming events, in order to organise
the auctions :-)
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Publication Officer (PO),
Lucy Bright
Best IVSA moments: Moonlight
swimming in the Ocean in Grenada.
Climbing, walking and keeping cosy in
Slovenia. Flash mob dancing and the mud
festival in South Korea. Coffee in cafes in
Istanbul. Carlsberg in Copenhagen.
Laughter and Lipizzaners in Vienna.
Dancing. Fantastic friends. And of course
the satisfaction of completing a
Newsletter!

Chief Exchange Officer (CEO),
Alexandra Lebas
Best IVSA moments: Being CEO, it is a
great job and I really enjoy doing it. The
friends I made all over the world and
how easy it is to meet amazing people. I
also love the congress and symposiums
and the incredible moments you get to
share.
Your role in ExCo: You get to be in
contact with all the chapters and know
many people. However, it is very time
consuming (around 5 – 10h / week) and
you need to like writing emails.
Basically, you are THE contact between
the ExCo and the delegates; the
organising committee of the Congress
and Symposium, the applicants and of
course the fantastic Exchange Officers.
As CEO you also are in charge of leading
the exchange program, making the
chapters more and more active and
connected and to help new chapters to
be created

	


In order to do all this, you must :
- Host the EOs meeting during
congress and symposium
- Send monthly newsletter to all the
EOs and presidents
- Find inventive ways to increase the
connection and dynamism of

chapters by leading some projects
(Example of this year : Facebook
groups, photos exhibitions, top
exchange competition, etc...)

Development Fund Officer
(DFO), Eva Augstein
Best IVSA moments: New Years Eve
with a Pina Colada in the Caribbean,
going on a Hash on Grenada, starting a
local IVSA chapter in Hannover (2009),
sunbathing at Suomenlinna, finnish
Mämmi for Easter, Jeju Island in South
Korea, Chatsworth castle in Nottingham,
looking back at the successful DF auction
in Serbia
Your role in ExCo: The main task is to
take care of the Development Fund. This
includes everything from sending out the
applications forms of the Development
Fund and Scholarship Fund and
organising the DF auction at the IVSA
Congress and Symposium, to following
through with the chosen DF projects and
helping the SF recipient realise his/her
projects. Fun parts are attending the live
meetings of ExCo throughout the year,
working as a team on all IVSA matters,
and of course the pleasure of looking
back on a year full of fun, work and great
achievements. It doesn´t take too much
time writing emails to organise things,
maybe coming down to 30 min a day. It
would be great if you could attend the

Your role in ExCo: The main task is to
produce 4 editions of the IVSA
Newsletter and produce the IVSA
Journal the “International Veterinary
Student”. You also need to be available
for the day to day running of the IVSA
with the ExCo. It takes quite a lot of
work putting a Newsletter together and
sending emails to collect articles, it can
be at least 2 hours a day when you have
a deadline. However hectic, it is a great
opportunity to meet people, keep in
touch and give back to IVSA.
Frederic Lohr, Secretary Trustee
Best IVSA moment: was the very
productive meeting in Nottingham.
Working together with an ambitious
bunch of people really made me excited
about the work and idea of IVSA!
Another great moment was the
participation at the FVE GA together
with Cihangir , because you see that the
officials of our profession take us
seriously and really welcome the
students input!

Janina Janssen, CEO Trustee
Best IVSA moments: Learning to cook
Bipimbap in Korea, partying in a summer
cabin in Norway, eating ice cream at the
sea in Slovenia, being taught the great
taste of wine in Hungaria… there are
just so many wonderful things I´ve
experienced, it´s all a blur! Oh of course
there is also the incomparable feeling of
having guests in Vienna and showing
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them your city and university! And last
but not least: becoming CEO trustee!

been working with has been wonderful
and very supportive.

Your role in ExCo: My job is basically to
help Alexandra, who is CEO to recruit
new chapters or individual members to
the IVSA. I’ve been trying to get Vet
students from South America to join our
organisation. This involves searching the
internet for people who might be
interested in joining and contacting them.

Your role in ExCo: As a DF Trustee my
main job has been to support Eva, the
DF Officer, in any manner she needs.
These duties include helping with the
silent and live auctions, and I have been
working on new ways to raise money or
donations for the DF. The main project
which I have had a hard time getting
rolling is sending letters to different
corporations for donations of old
equipment or financial support. I would
like to see this project develop further
and will help the new DF team.

Jason Holloway, DFO Trustee	

Best IVSA moments: This year has
shown some great advances and
progression for IVSA. Being a part of
these changes has been wonderful.
Some the highlights that will stick with
me are swimming/washing in the fountain
in South Korea, making food in South
Korea, taking a body shot off a beautiful
woman and then getting an invite to
Poland, and attending my first full monty
show in Serbia!!! That last one I do not
wish to repeat!
Being a member of the ExCo, no matter
which position, forces a complete
emersion into the IVSA experience. This
is such a wonderful opportunity to
enhance yourself and the organization.
The group of ExCo members that I have

Manel Millanes, DFO Trustee
Best IVSA moments: Formal dinner in
one of the best restaurants in France
(Paul Bocuse) during Lyon 2011 event.
Dress party and mud festival in South
Korea Congress. Dancing disco music in
Antalya Sea at night. Limousine night
during Turkey Exchange in Barcelona.
Seeing a turkey with a 20 Lira note in the
peak during Turkey Exchange in Istanbul.
The satisfying feeling after surviving
Serbia’s auction for the DF.
What the job involves: As a trustee of
the DFO you have to get involved with

the project and be active. Of course
during the auction there is a lot of work
and stress, but it filled my heart with joy
when I saw all things we had sold. During
the year the tasks are basically to try to
make contact with sponsors, help in what
the DFO needs and think about new
ideas for raising funds.	


Sunghyun Hong, Publication
Trustee
Best IVSA moments : Being elected as a
trustee, and watching the "likes" going up
on our IVSA newsletter release post on
facebook. And all the great trips with the
people who know the area best, of
course!
Your role in ExCo: As PO trustee, I have
been helping collecting articles and
coming up with ideas for the newsletter.
Being a trustee is all about following your
officer's lead and maintaining good
teamwork. Having skype buddies half a
globe away can be challenging sometimes
thanks to the time difference, but it is all
worthwhile when you hear their voices
coming out of your speaker once in a
while. There are more pleasures than
workload being on the board :)

ExCo working hard at SAVMA Symposium Perdue, USA
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60th IVSA
WINTER SYMPOSIUM SERBIA
HOSTED BY IVSA BELGRADE
“The Knowledge before the Technology”
By Sophie Bromilow (IVSA Secretary), IVSA UK and Ireland

On arriving in Belgrade for the 60th IVSA
Symposium, my friend Eva (from
Germany) and I were met by two
friendly Serbs who immediately started
chattering at us in what we assumed was
Serbian, a language which neither of us
spoke. After guessing that they were
asking us our names and replying
tentatively, they fell about laughing and
began to explain, in fluent English, that
they had been playing a practical joke on
us by speaking Russian - just in case we
were able to speak Serbian! The next
moment, the chivalrous Serbs were
carrying our luggage and whisked us off
to the sole airport cafe where they
treated us to a shot of rakija, the national
drink. Well, when in Serbia!
That night, we were taken to the vet
faculty in Belgrade, the larger of two
institutes teaching veterinary medicine in
Serbia. The IVSA office was a hive of
activity, the Organising Committee of the
Symposium buzzing around us, putting
the final preparations in place before the
delegates arrived. Having accepted their
offers of Snickers and energy drinks, we
were buzzing with them until the small
hours. We slept in a very traditional
apartment in Belgrade, where we were
given very stiff, woollen house socks to
keep our feet warm as we padded
around making up our beds with several
thick blankets. The next morning, Dejan,
our host, had made a feast for our
breakfast. We enjoyed a meal of polenta
and natural yoghur t - the Serbian
equivalent of cereal and milk, along with
bread, cold cured sausage, gherkins and

ajvar - a tomato, pepper and auberginebased sauce served with most meals.
After relocating to our hostel, we had a
meeting followed by some sightseeing.
Our hostel overlooked a botanical
garden and we strolled around taking in
Belgrade and its rather unpredictable
landscape. As you walk along the street,
the buildings change drastically from one
to the next - a grandiose governmental
building, centuries old, followed by a
towering 70's apartment block, with just
one r amshackle house squashed
between the two, which will remain
there until it is too dilapidated to be
ignored any longer. The sad fate of these
buildings was that they would be
knocked down and replaced by new
apartment blocks and offices, but no
one, including the government, has the
money to maintain them as they are or
to repair them, so for the meantime they
are left standing. Later in the trip, we
were driven past several enormous
buildings which had been destroyed in
the 1999 NATO bombings. These
buildings, it transpired,
had been the Yugoslav
Ministr y of Defence
building and neighbouring
g o v e r n m e n t a l
department buildings, and
the damage was
appalling. To see this level
of devastation was truly
shocking for most of us,
and the fact that Serbia
was still reeling from the
impact of a war which
took place over a decade

ago was almost unbelievable.
The rest of the capital city was beautiful,
bustling and brimming with an intriguing
cocktail of modern Eastern European
and old Soviet cultures. Belgrade is
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surprisingly green for a capital city; it has
59 parks within its boundaries. We
continued exploring, did a bit of
shopping, visited some Christmas markets
where we ate palačinke (pancakes) to
get in the festive spirit, and then we
happened upon the St Sava Temple.
White marble pillars and green domes
adorning the roof, this stunning building is
the largest Christian Orthodox church in
the Balkans, and the second largest in
Europe. Building commenced in 1895, but
has been postponed on many occasions
due to several wars, and is now funded
entirely by donations, so the interior is
progressing slowly.
On the fir st official day of the
Symposium, we met all 80 delegates at
the vet faculty, and were given a tour of
the facilities. It is very much what we’re
used to – a small animal clinic and
surgery, a farm animal clinic, pathology
and biochemical labs, dissection rooms, an
x-ray room and other treatment rooms.
However, facilities within these areas
were minimal; for example, an old army
generator was being used to power the
monitor ing machines in sur ger y.
Considering that Serbia is not a terribly
affluent country, and that in this faculty
they were struggling for money to
provide better drugs for their patients,
they surprised us with the fact that they
had a phototherapy machine which

looked incredibly modern and which
many of us had never seen used.
Students were entrusted to do group
consultations, and took part in offering a
free animal birth control service to dog
owners in Belgrade. IVSA Denmark had
been collecting hundreds of books in
their own country for the university here
in a project called ‘Books for Belgrade’;
the collection had been shipped to
coincide with the Symposium and the
Serbian students were very grateful for
the donation to their library.

a n d S o u t h e r n S e r b i a , a n d wo r e
gorgeous, traditional Balkan costumes.
The next day we were whisked off to a
bull farm in Velika Plana, and offered us a
traditional Serbian welcome tipple –
more rakija, served with a chunk of bread
dipped in salt. Trust me – these two do
not go well together, especially so early in
the morning. Having recovered from
that, we were taken to watch the
collection of bull semen, and later to a
rotary milking unit, which was enormous
and the largest dairy farm in Serbia – the
carousel milked 50 cows at any one
time. On the same evening, we were
taken to a veterinary high school where
we were to stay the night, and we visited
Novi Sad, the second largest city in
Serbia, where we enjoyed an astonishingly
beautiful view of the city skyline over the
Danube River.

One particularly chilly day, we drove a
long way through the countryside to a
remote monastery, tucked into the
Fruška Gora Mountains, behind a dense
forest, the fir trees thick and black. As we
meandered around the sacred grounds of
the Novo Hopovo monastery, admiring
the beautiful, gold-embellished chapel
within, it began to snow. It all felt so
atmospheric, even when we saw the Thousands of sendviče (sandwiches), an
rakija stall on the way out – rakija made electrifying visit to the Nikola Tesla
museum, an entertainingly fat dog and a
by monks? It’d be rude not to.
few bir thday celebrations later, we
That evening, we made our way back to arrived at the formal dinner, the farewell
the vet school for the cultural evening – party of the Symposium. Certificates
the most important night of any IVSA were presented to delegates and
Symposium or Congress, where each everyone partied away until their taxis to
country in attendance showcases its best the airport arrived outside. Two days
food, soft drinks and alcohol. We were before Christmas in the UK, we arrived
provided with lively entertainment by home to a rainy, cold England… but at
two dance troupes who showed us the least we had rakija to warm us up!
different folk-dancing styles from Eastern
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DEVELOPMENT FUND CORNER

Development Fund Project 2012
Congratulations IVSA Nepal

By Eva Augstein (IVSA Development Fund Officer) IVSA Hanover, Germany

This year the Development Fund
recipient is the IVSA Chapter of Nepal!
They have expressed their urgent
need for laboratory equipment at their
university. Nepal is a developing
country facing political instabilities
which means most equipment cannot
be purchased locally. What is available
is still out of reach due to the limited
funds of the university.

The equipment asked for will help the
students in gaining practical experience
in their teaching hospital. It will be free
for all students to practice their skills
and finally be able to practically apply
their theoretical knowledge .
Furthermore this donation will help a
large number of animals and farmers in
the surrounding area by allowing the
staff to diagnose accurately and start a
suitable treatment in time.
Congratulations to IVSA Nepal!!!

A big thank you also goes out to all
the applicants that have not been
selected this year. Please apply again
next term and never give up on your
goals!
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Scholarship Fund Winner
Congratulations to Elena-Madalina Vasiloiu, IVSA Romania
By Eva Augstein (IVSA Development Fund Officer) IVSA Hanover, Germany

At the 60th Symposium in Serbia in
December 2011 the Executive
Committee decided on the projects
for this year´s Development Fund.
After thorough consideration of all
applications we have come to the
conclusion that Miss Elena-Madalina
Vasiloiu from Romania would be best
suited to receive the Scholarship Fund.
In her application letter she explained

that her intention to go abroad is
solely to gain knowledge that is yet
unknown in her country. Upon her
return she aims to suppor t her
country´s veterinary education with
what she has learned during the time
of her placement.
We congratulate her to her and wish
her a wonderful experience during her
placement!
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DEVELOPMENT FUND CORNER

Development Fund Workshop
Serbia Symposium

By Manel Milanes (IVSA Development Fund Trustee) IVSA Barcelona, Spain

The Development Fund Workshop was
held in Serbia’s winter Symposium while
other IVSA workshops were going on.
Around ten people met together to talk
and make decisions about the DF
activities and how to improve them.
The workshop started with an
explanation about what is the
Development Fund, its objectives and
how it helps underprivileged countries.
After a short introduction we went to
the main point of the meeting: new ideas
for rising up funds.

	


First of all, we start discussing from
whom the DF could get money. For sure
an important part of the funds and
materials come from companies, but we
thought that Universities (both
professors and students) are important
to get money or help us in our program.
We talked about asking friends and family

as well as professional vets. At the end
we decided that hopefully we could get
funds from anyone who has money, just
we have to think how we could manage
to make them give it to us!
Then we started a brainstorming
session. We talked about active activities
such as dog grooming, car wash, sell
goods, parties…, where you have to
work directly to earn the money; and
other passive activities such as
workshops, classes, tutors, poker
tournaments (or other kind of event)…,
where you just have to organize. There
are many activities that can be done even
if you have little money at the beginning.

We know that it is difficult to raise
money even for the local chapter, but I
want to encourage everybody to start
with it. At the beginning it may be hard,
but with patience and hard work we
could get more funds for our chapters
and one day maybe we could help the
Development Fund with its task of
helping other vet students with less
resources than us.

Also it is important to get contact with a
sponsor and that’s why we talked about
writing a Sponsor Letter for local
chapters to attract sponsorship for their
activities.
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TURKEY

Group Exchange
By Ferran Valls Sánchez (IVSA Barcelona’s Exchange Officer) and Natàlia Coyo Asensio (IVSA Barcelona’s President), Spain

Barcelona to Ankara
After waiting for more than four months
to see each other again and after
travelling for almost a whole day, finally
we arrived to Ankara. There, in the bus
station, at about 10 degrees below zero
and snowing, the Turkish guys were
waiting for us, the wait finally reached its
end!

Vet Faculty and Erasmus Party

	


The first day we had to wake up early
and some of us had to have breakfast on
the way to the Faculty. When we arrived,
the dean received us and after some

conversation we drank the first Turkish
tea of the trip. After that we took part in
a meat hygiene workshop where we
learnt how to make sucuk (a Turkish
sausage) and we could taste it and in
case some of us were still hungry we had
lunch at Kümer’s restaurant, we ate
enough food for one month!
In the end of the educational day we had
an udder’s wounds and pathologies
workshop!
After resting for a while (and some of us
drinking some sangria...), we had dinner

at Zeynell Çilli restaurant and then we
went to a party in white for Erasmus! It
was so amazing that some days later
“Catalan Erasmus” appeared in the
newspaper!

Anitkabir, nargile & backgammon
Only few hours had past since we went
to bed but at first thing in the morning
we woke up to visit Anitkabir, Atatürk’s
mausoleum, one of the most important
figures in Turkish history (we would need
a couple of pages to explain all what we
learnt about him there!).
After having lunch we went to a Turkish
café to spend there the afternoon, while
some people smoked nargile and others
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drank Turkish coffee (and guessed their
future one each other), some of us
decided to lear n how to play
backgammon and we finished with the
game under our arm (it means that we
lost...) but we had our rematch some
days later!
At night, we had formal dinner in a riding
club. We visited the stables and...surprise!
The Tur kish Agriculture’s Minister
received us and we could see how he
trained with his horse (sincerely, he has
to train a little bit more...). After eating
our dinner, almost everybody finished
dancing Turkish songs around the table.

Ilgaz Mountain
We went for the last 3 days of the
exchange to a ski’s resort that belongs to
Ankara’s University in Ilgaz Mountain,
about 3h far away from the city.
For many of us it was the first time in lots
of years that we had seen snow and the
first feeling that we had was....cold.
During those three days we sledged and
skied, for some people it was their first
time in life but other people could show
all their skiing skills and for those that felt
uncomfortable at -20ºC we went to

drink a hot chocolate in a bar at
the top of the mountain, from
there, we could obser ve the
spectacular views of the
landscape!!
And to be able to put up with the
cold nights, we made pre-parties
and dr inking games in the
bedrooms and after that, we went
to a party in the resort’s disco
until early hours of the morning!
And talking, skiing and sledging the
days passed and before we
realized it, it was time for our
departure and time also for hugs,
kisses and last photos. We came
back to Ankara with some of the
Turkish guys (we abandoned some
of them in the mountain) and to
finish the last day, nothing better
than a good kebap’s dinner and
hot Turkish wine.
And we were there again, in
Ankara’s bus station, thinking
about when we would be able to
see each other again and asking
ourselves why Ankara’s guys
always say that there’s nothing in
their city when there are the best
people of the world there!!
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Barcelona to Istanbul
After Ankara, the second par t of
Exchange in Turkey was coming: Istanbul!!!!
We took a night bus to waste as less
hours as we could! Istanbul is really big
and any amount of days is not enough to
enjoy it! When we were getting off, we
already realized how Istanbul is working,
it’s a chaos! Every driver makes whatever
wants and you are in dangerous

	


continuously, trying to follow a wise
Turkish, trusting on him or her, for
example: if she or he is crossing the
street nothing wrong will happen!

Horse day

Turkish Van Cat, a Turkish breed with a
very beautiful eyes and with a curious
skill: it loves swimming! A faculty and
hospital tour was done, and for example
we knew that they can hold 6 surgeries
in the same time and that they can make
kidney transplantation (for example for
amiloidosis or pyelonephritis). We left the
campus to go home and be ready for the
formal dinner. The formal dinner took
place in a wonderful district, next to
Bosphorus (it’s a strait that separates Asia
and Europe and joins Black Sea and
Marmara Sea) and the Galata bridge, and
someone asked that night - Where will
we go to party, in Asia or Europe? – This
bridge joins both continents and it was
illuminated with a blue light at night; it
was really amazing, because of this, we
got the Guinness record of number of
photos in the same place!!!!

The first day we went to a Jockey Club;
during the morning we visited the horse
hospital, horse stables and met Jockeys…
they are amazing!!!
We also
watched a mobile endoscopy! In
the evening, we were ready to
bet in the races! Some of us won
a “lot of money…” I wish, but we
are kidding, they won 50 cents or
less…At night, we had our first
m e e t i n g w i t h Ta k s i m
neighbourhood, and we fell in
love quickly; there is a cool
atmosphere , with a lot of Grand Bazaar
and shopping pathology!
people, lots of bars and kebab
shops…Perfect to go partying!
Friday was the tourist day!! Or maybe…
shopping day? We went to the Grand
Bazaar; there is a cool and magical
atmosphere in this market, with around
Faculty day
On Thursday, we had a welcome 1300 shops, it’s like a labyrinth…we
speech with their dean and some wanted to find again a shop where we
lectures, one of them about the had been, and it was really difficult,
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believe us. We also visited Blue Mosque, Riding helicopters
remember now. So I recommend to you
Hagia Sophia and the Basilica Cistern. In
in the Turkish sky! (IVSA Chapters all over the world) to try
the evening, we were like an agglutination
to get an exchange with them!!!
On Saturday morning, for reasons that
of shopping plastic bags that was going
we don’t know...(Hangover 3: now in
somewhere.
Thank you very much IVSA
Istanbul), we rested and in the midday, we
Ankara and IVSA Istanbul for
met to visit Sapphire observation deck
For dinner, we tasted Iskender, it is a
(at 236 meters height) where we could
those days!
delicious Turkish meal!!!! A kind of kebab
enjoy a beautiful landscape. On the top,
with tomato sauce. Kebap is a famous
we watched a simulation as we were
word in Turkey… just for curious people;
We love you (and kebap)!!!
driving an helicopter and had the chance
kebab only means “meat”. For example in
to see all Istanbul. It is a 4D simulation
Spain a lot of people have a wrong idea
and it was really funny but also some of
about it, and they believe that kebab is
us felt a little bit dizzy after. That
just that big piece of meat that is spinning
afternoon, our girls went to a Turkish
all day and is eaten with bread like wrap.
bath, they enjoyed that experience!
This one is only doner kebab. Actually,
Finally, we had a farewell dinner to make
there are a lot of different ways to cook
all jokes about those days and say
it and not always with bread like a
goodbye or more correctly, see you later!
sandwich.
Later we felt again the happiness and
energy of the most popular street in
Taksim, Istiklal (and maybe in Istanbul), we
made a pre-party in those streets and
finally we had a party in a disco.

We are writing “see you later IVSA
Ankara and IVSA Istanbul”, because that
exchange was really amazing and Turkish
people are so funny, happy, kind and
warm and all good adjectives we can
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 SOUTH AFRICA

Surf, bushveldt and family
By Lucy Bright (IVSA Publications Officer), IVSA Uk and Ireland

Rewind to late November, I was going to
the clinic in the morning in darkness and
coming home in darkness. The trees were
bare and the weather was wet, windy and
cold. Finally the Friday of my rotation
block arrives. I go home and manically I
begin to pack my suitcase; overalls, sun
screen, scrubs, bikini, stethoscope,
sunglasses, thermometer and sandals.
Twenty-four hours later I am in the air
and flying high! I begin my IVSA individual
exchange at the legendary OP, the
University of Pretoria Onderstepoort
Campus, the home of the only vet school
in South Africa based in the countries
legislative capital city Pretoria. After a
quick tour of the campus and the
veterinary hospital from my fabulous host
Nicky Frohlich, IVSA Exchange Officer
South Africa, I settled into my new home
for the next two weeks in the campus
Residence. I unpacked my recently
crammed full suitcase and gathered my
thoughts for what was to come.
The next day I joined the Equine
medicine and surgery rotation. From day
one I was warmly welcomed into the
team and got stuck in with inpatient care

and observing the skilled clinicians in both
medicine and surgery. It was to my great
surprise to be joining two IVSA friends
Riette Van Zyl and Steph Friedman what a small world - and of course to be
making new friends! One of my favourite
parts of the day was the afternoon
teaching rounds where we discussed the
cases in the hospital and deepened our
knowledge in this discipline. The
enthusiasm of the staff and students was
infectious and I was glad to be in a
supportive learning environment.
After morning rounds in the hospital and
completing the inpatient care at the
weekend I visited Riette’s beautiful family
home. It was wonderful to meet her
family and to get a glimpse of her home
life. It goes without saying that the people
that you meet on trips such as these are
what make it. I spent hours with Riette
discussing the diversity of South Africa
from it’s people to the career path of
vets, it was truly fascinating and I hope
that there will be many more hours to
follow. We both had so much to say and
it was great to be able to learn from her
and deepen my appreciation of what a

truly diverse and inspiring place South
Africa is.
The two weeks at OP flew by and over
that time I was able to learn a great deal
and see several interesting cases. In
particular I enjoyed working up the foal
cases and their intensive care with my
good friend Franz, and it has sparked a
great interest in equine neonatal
medicine for me. I also enjoyed learning
about the epidemiology of infectious
disease in comparison to the UK and
understanding how disease is managed in
the South African population. The
rotation finale was the Friday afternoon
brai (barbecue), lekker (great)! This is
something that I will take back as a
suggestion for clinics at Nottingham. I will
also take back many happy memories
that I would like to thank all of the staff
and students that were so patient with
me and made my time at OP a really
great experience.
The next stop on my South African
adventure was Cape Town and after a
18hour coach journey through the Caroo
I was grateful to see the beautiful wine
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lands that gently meandered down to the
stunning coastline. For the next two
weeks I joined a class friend of mine from
Nottingham, Alicia, and was very kindly
hosted by two friends of Alicia’s; originally
from the UK that now live and work in
Cape Town; James and Polls. Staying with
friends gave us a great local knowledge
and opportunity to make the most of
exploring the area, something that wasn’t
so easy to do in Pretoria.
The typical Cape Town day began with a
run along the promenade before driving
against the commuter traffic down to the
SPCA Veterinary Hospital in Cape Town’s
Grassy Park. There we joined the
veterinary team for the day Alicia and I
swapped between surgery, taking part in
the birth control program, and medicine,
leading consultations, performing
diagnostic test and administering
treatment on a daily basis. At lunchtimes
we would take a trip to the beach for a
coffee and picnic lunch before heading
back to the clinic for afternoon surgery.
Then if we had time after work we
headed back to the beach for a dip in the
ocean and one day for my first ever surf
lesson! Bliss.
The work at the SPCA was challenging.
Initially, I needed to adjust to working in
such tight financial constraints and the
impact that this had on animal welfare. I
was so impressed with vets working in

the hospital and the ability to cope with
uncertainty and adapt to change. This
experience encouraged me to develop
my confidence in surgery and decision
making in the clinic. It was a great
opportunity to get hands on experience.
But above all I think that the experience
taught me about the realities of
population control and the difficulty of
making decisions based on finances.
Thank you to all the staff at the SPCA
who gave me the opportunity to be
involved in such worthwhile and
rewarding work.
Exploring Cape Town and the local area
was such fun and made all the better for
being guided by such fun and generous
hosts, thank you for making the trip so
energetic and inspiring. Climbing Table
Mountain was an unforgettable highlight
and the view from the top made the
ache in my legs all the more satisfying. It
was incredible to explore the coastline
on the Chapman’s Peak Drive, dine out in
the beautiful restaurants, shop at the
Biscuit Mill, hang out at the waterfront,
wave at the penguins in Simons Town and
surf at Muizenburg. When in Cape Town
you can not miss the opportunity to take
time to visit a wine farm and do some
wine tasting!
For my last few days in South Africa I
headed back up North before flying out
of Johannesburg. There I joined Nicky and

her family and again was treated to
staying in yet another beautiful home in
Benoni. I was lucky enough to get the
opportunity to visit the Pilanesberg
National Park in the North West
Province to go and look at the world
famous South African Game. There Nicky
and I were lucky to see Rhino and
Leopard; that was truly breathtaking. We
also saw wildebeest, hilldebeest, Hippo,
Ostrich, Zebra, Giraffe, Baboon, Water
Buck, Wart Hog and even a
speedyTortoise! This was without doubt
one of the greatest days of the trip and
will give me memories to cherish for a
lifetime.
After exchanging a thousand thank yous
and promises to see each other again
soon I left the Frohlich family for England.
I was greeted with horizontal rain
whipping through London but this was
soon appeased with a cup of tea, which
always makes me feel I’m home. Bathed
in winter sunshine and a thirst for travel I
return from South Africa with an open
mind. People say that when you reach
your final year of veterinary school you
will know what you want to do, I’m still
searching for that answer. But I do hope
that whatever path I choose I will
continue to enjoy the diversity of our
profession. Despite still not really knowing
what it is I want to do I hope that the
answer isn’t too far away from my
experience in South Africa.
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 LOCAL CHAPTER:

IVSA Thessaloniki, Greece
Our first Veterinary Students’ Meeting

By Georgios Evangelou (President 2010-2011), Rafailia Karaiosif (Vice President 2011-2012, Secretary 2010-2011) and Eirini Kamenaki, EO 2011-2012, IVSA Thessaloniki

It was with great pleasure and
honor that the I.V.S.A. Thessaloniki
Greece hosted the 1st Veterinary
Students' Meeting, that took place on
Saturday, May 7th 2011, at the
Telogleion Foundation of Art of the
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.
This Meeting was one of the
various events organized by I.V.S.A.
Thessaloniki and our faculty in order to
celebrate the “World Veterinary Year,
Vet 2011” which last year coincided
with the 250th anniversary of the
foundation of the first Veterinary
Medicine school in the world, in Lyon
of France. So this meeting represents
our way to spread our enthusiasm
about the 250th anniversary of
veterinary education.

	


The Organizing and the
Scientific Committee took

responsibility for this Meeting, hoping it
would be a fertile start for an
important scientific event; one that will
become an institution in the years to
come. Indeed we are pleased to
announce that we are currently
organizing the 2nd Veterinary Students'
Meeting that will take place on the
19th May 2012.
The purpose of this Meeting is
to give the veterinary medicine
students the chance to practice the
procedures of searching and
presenting classical and recent
bibliographical data, on subjects of
veterinary clinical science and
research. The response from the
students was unexpectedly high, and
this is reflected by the diverse subjects
of the presentations, including issues
regarding Companion Animal
Medicine, Farm Animal Medicine and

Animal Food Products Hygiene and
Safety. In total, there were 37
presentations delivered by 47 students
on the following topics:

• Technology of Food of Animal Origin
• Milk Hygiene and Technology
• Parasitic diseases
• Ichthyology
• Anatomical Pathology
• Animal Husbandry
• Obstetrics and reproduction
pathophysiology of female farm
animals
• Porcine Medicine
• Pathophysiology of birds
• Equine Medicine
• Companion animal (canine-feline)
Medicine
• Companion animal (canine-feline)
Orthopedics
• Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care
for companion animals (canine-feline)
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with the proceedings of the meeting, a
bag, a diary and other small gifts. After the
meeting all the delegates were given a
certificate of attendance and also
completed an evaluation form in order to
assess the meeting and give us ideas for
future events. Their positive comments
were very encouraging and gave us a lot
of ideas for future activities. All those who
made a speech were given a special
certificate.

Each presentation lasted ten
minutes and there was time for questions
and conversation on the subjects
afterwards. Under the guidance of our
professors each student conducted
research, wrote a paper and presented a
topical speech. This project was the
initiative of I.V.S.A. Thessaloniki and was
designed to improve scientific knowledge
and to promote friendly cooperation
between students and teaching staff.
The Veterinary Students' Meeting
was supported by the Hellenic Veterinary

Finally, we owe our warmest thanks
to our sponsors for their support, our
Medicine Society and was published on
speakers, that responded to our invitation
their website hvms.gr. Furthermore, it was with enthusiasm, and aided in the
broadcast through live streaming on the
materialisation of this meeting. Attending
official website of our univerisity, auth.gr.
and even more organizing such an event
In that way students or anyone interested was beneficial for all of us. The attendants
who wasn't able to attend had the
learnt a lot and were motivated to be
opportunity to watch the meeting online. more active and take part in more IVSA
events. The speakers had the rather
Our secretary and her trustees
stressful experience of presenting their
welcomed and registered more than 200 assignments to a live audience and
attendants. The majority of them were
learned how to overcome their anxiety.
students but there were also members of The organizing and scientific committee
the teaching staff of our faculty and
realized how important team work is and
veterinarians. They were all provided with how it can help us expand our potential.
an identification card as well as a CD
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MODERN TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

Serbia Congress Workshop
By Jan Mattila (Information Technology Trustee), IVSA Finland

SCoMTE has for a little while been dependent on just a
few people, mainly the trustee or officer placed in charge of
it and the people given the task of hosting
the SCoMTE workshop during symposia and congresses.
However, the latest workshop, in Serbia, was a great success
with almost 30 people attending a room fit for maybe 15.
The workshop was hosted by yours truly and I promised the
listeners would not have to make notes as all the
information would be handed to them in a convenient way.
At first I said this would be a mailing list, but when I thought
about it more, it became clear the time of the mailing list
was long gone and a Facebook group page would be more
appropriate. After all, almost all of the attendees of the
workshop already had a Facebook account and could thus
be added to the group. And what better way to spread the
idea of using modern technologies in education than by using
a modern technology for the distribution of that knowledge.
The Facebook group page is public and open to anyone. The
current admins are the chair of the SCoMTE, Sunghyun
Hong, our lovely PO, Lucy Bright and myself. The initial batch
of information on the SCoMTE page is mostly remnants of
the material we covered in the workshop. Links to the
videos mentioned, links to the free veterinary resource

	


websites available for vet students and a few words about
some software that might be useful. I'm hoping the members
of the group will add their own comments and ideas to the
page and that the page will continue to be updated every
now and then, when new ideas of info is available.
As for the previous workshop and future workshops, I'm
really happy that so many delegates chose to come and
listen to the talk. I feel that by using modern technologies,
mainly computers but also other things, veterinary education
could be not only a lot easier, but also a lot more advanced.
Especially with classes getting bigger, opportunities to take
part meaningfully in surgeries and pathology teaching
diminishing, having more material in video or other electronic
form could help students still get the most from the few
chances for contact learning they have.

But I digress. I hope to see you all on the SCoMTE Facebook
page, which can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/148842261903007/
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How about WikiVet...?
WikiVet is an international collaborative effort to create a
complete undergraduate veterinary curriculum online.
Registration is FREE, and is limited to people
related to the veterinary profession because
once you become a member, you’re able to
edit pages – just like Wikipedia.
Find out about some of the things WikiVet has
to offer to all of you as IVSA members around the world
By Chris Trace,WikiVet eLearning coordinator, UK

Encyclopaedic content

Learning resources

WikiVet has over 5,000 pages of encyclopaedic content that
has been written by recent Veterinary graduates. The pages
have been designed to contain what we think you need to
know as an undergraduate – we have included lots of
references so you know where the information came from,
and often have links to full text articles if you want to find out
more. Our content is being reviewed by experts from
Veterinary schools globally, and any minor changes made by
users are checked by our team of recent veterinary graduates
every day.

We also have lots of ways you can test your knowledge,
including thousands of flashcards, multiple choice quizzes,
drag-and-drop anatomy resources, and also lots of ways to
help you learn such as PowerPoint presentations, videos and
podcasts. These resources are all integrated into our
encyclopaedic pages, so if you’re learning about Laryngeal
anatomy for instance, you’ll find related resources linked into
the text and grouped together at the bottom of the page.

Navigating through it all
We know that your time is incredibly valuable, so we’ve made it
really easy to find what you’re after as quick as possible. You can
either search for the page you’re after, or browse through our
navigation system to get to what you’re after. We’ve organised
all of our encyclopaedic pages and learning resources into
species, body systems and veterinary disciplines. This means if
you’re learning about the cardiovascular system you can get to all
of our cardiovascular content, then when you get into practice
and you want to revise canine endocrine diseases, you can do that too.
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International

How you can get more involved

We now have almost 15,000 registered users across the
globe, of whom around 60% are Vet students, 30% are Vets
and the rest are Vet Nurses, Student nurses and
academics. WikiVet has over 260 vet schools registered in
over 85 countries, and we’ve even started translating our
content. Our main site (en.wikivet.net) is in English. In the
last year we’ve launched our Spanish (es.wikivet.net) and
French (fr.wikivet.net) sites, and hope to have more sites in
the future.

We want to spread the use of WikiVet to every vet school in
the world, so every vet student can have access to the
highest quality, expert-reviewed educational learning material
from the best vet schools around the globe. To do this, we
believe in student power. Our core project team who work
on this every day consists of Vets who have all graduated in
the last few years, so we know what you can achieve with a
bit of student power!

We’re looking to recruit a WikiVet student ambassador in
every vet school around the globe. This person would need
to be dynamic, resourceful and dedicated to furthering
veterinary education – we feel this describes all of you as
IVSA members! You have all chosen to become involved in
the IVSA because you care about veterinary education
around the world, and you are exactly the kind of students
we’d love to recruit. You can find out more about being a
student ambassador by
searching WikiVet for “WikiVetStudent Ambassadors”
You can also create a page in WikiVet about your Vet
School, or your IVSA chapter. Get in touch with our team
at wikimaster@wikivet.net if you decide you’d like to help us
out!

Connect with us
There are lots of ways to find out more
about WikiVet and to get involved in building the site for
future cohorts of students. We’re on facebook
(www.facebook.com/WikiVet), twitter (http://twitter.com/
WikiVet) and NOVICE – the Network Of Veterinary ICt in
Education – which you can find atwww.noviceproject.eu.
We also send out a monthly newsletter which you can
subscribe to by going to http://newsletter.wikivet.net if you
want to stay in touch. Hope to see you all there!

What better way to spread the
idea of using modern technologies
in education than by using a
modern technology for the
distribution of that knowledge?
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ANIMAL WELFARE

THE FUTURE OF
THE ASIAN ELEPHANT?
By Sophie Bagnall (fourth year student,The University of Nottingham), IVSA UK and Ireland

In summer 2011 I went with some friends to carry out a clinical veterinary placement with FAE (Friends of the Asian Elephant)
Foundation. FAE is located in Lampang, Thailand, and was founded by Soraida Salwala. During our time at FAE, we not only gained
a large amount of hands-on veterinary experience with elephants, but also learned of the huge conservation problem threatening
the current Asian elephant population.

	


To give you a brief history of FAE, Soraida Salwala (in short) is one gutsy woman! The second you meet her you can feel her
drive, passion and solemn determination to help the endangered Asian elephant. Soraida told us the idea to found FAE first came
to her at 8 years old when she saw an injured elephant lying on the side of the road. It outraged her that nothing could be done
to help and that there was nowhere for this elephant to be taken for veterinary care. From that day onwards she has committed
her life and soul to setting up FAE- the world’s very first elephant hospital.
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What does FAE do?
IVSA ANIMAL WELFARE Spring 2012

Since it’s opening in 1993, FAE has
treated over 3,000 elephants;
protecting them from injury, sickness
and abuse from humans. The most
common presentations encountered
at FAE are elephants who have
stepped on landmines crossing the
border from Burma to Thailand.
These landmines cause brutal
injuries to elephants- often involving
the partial/total loss of a limb.
During our placement, five of the
nine patients were landmine
casualties; some of which had been
recovering at the hospital for over
10 years. Motala, a 48 year old
landmine survivor was the hospital’s
very own ‘celebrity elephant’. The
media attention her injury received
generated a large amount of
funding- leading to the development
of the world’s first elephant
prosthetic limb.
Every day at the hospital was spent
working alongside elephant vet Dr
Preecha (i.e. the ‘Yoda’ of
elephants). No other person in the
world has more experience with
Asian elephants than Dr Preecha
and it was a privilege to learn from
him. As well as teaching us to
perform routine treatments (a
favourite memory was treating an
elephant head wound from a
precarious 15ft platform...)
Dr Preecha also gave us lectures
about the history of the Asian
elephant, and its contact with humans. He used to refer to us
as ‘the children’’. We felt even more like children when he sat
us in front of the Disney classic- ‘Dumbo’ , in an attempt to
make us consider how the elephant is portrayed in Western
countries! By the end of the placement, we couldn’t help but
look up to him as our estranged Thai father...

On a more serious note, it is important to emphasise the
problems facing Asian elephants in our world today. The
current main threats to the Asian elephant population are:

-

Illegal poaching
Loss of habitat
Abuse of elephants in tourism
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Humans vs Elephants
IVSA ANIMAL WELFARE Spring 2012

The key issues here seem to be
based on a tussle between humans
and elephants. As man tears more of
our forest down (often illegally) the
land elephants can occupy is shrinking
by the day. To make matters worse
elephants in the wild are regarded as a
pest in rural areas of Thailand. They
feed and trample crops, having
detrimental effects on the livelihoods
of Thai farming families.
As well as wild elephants being a
concern we also have elephants being
ill-treated in captivity. A century ago
~100,000 elephants worked in the
logging and transport business; too
often being abused by their keepers
and worked to death. Dr Preecha was
the resident vet with a logging group
for 20 years. He described the
brutalities of many badly-trained
keepers towards their elephants.
Sometimes the elephants would even
retaliate- Dr Preecha told us he had
seen men before his eyes have their
heads ripped from their necks by an

elephant. He had even seen a keeper
eaten whole by his Asian elephant;
“One minute he was there, the next
all that was left were his shoes and
watch!” (We all sat gasping in horror
at the idea of an elephant eating a
man- but he seemed to find it quite
amusing...) What this proves however,
is that these strong animals are not
meant to be tamed and that they are

not meant to be used as working
tools for our own industries.
Elephants in tourism do not present a
prettier picture- It was recently
common in Bangkok to see elephants
being paraded through hot and noisy
streets. They would have to pose for
pictures whilst being force fed rubbish
by tourists and were often struck by
vehicles.
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What can we do?
IVSA ANIMAL WELFARE Spring 2012

In the last 10 years Soraida and her organisation have been successful in the official banning of logging and use of elephants for
tourism in cities. However, enforcement of these new laws has been next to impossible. It also does not help us solve the problemwhere can the elephants go? What can they be used for in Thailand besides Tourism? Can they ever exist peacefully in the wild or
has man left no room for them to survive?
Soraida’s fight for the welfare of elephants has gained her very few friends. Over the last 10 years she has received many death
threats, anonymous phone calls and a gang even planted a King Cobra in the hospital. Through this her strength has never
waivered; “We do our best and things have certainly got better for elephants, but we know we are up against a tremendous
problem. God willing, I will devote my every waking hour to helping our elephants.”
Spending 2 weeks with these beautiful, gentle animals has been a
life changing experience. It has truly highlighted to me the plight of
the Asian elephant- something that I wasn’t aware of before this
placement. There appears to be no single, easy answer to
Thailand’s elephant problems. In the mean time, FAE has set an
example to the world of the need to conserve our Asian
elephants. Since FAE, further sanctuaries have opened in other
countries in an attempt to care for these amazing creatures.
For anyone who feels moved by this issue, I would advise you to
check out “The Eyes of Thailand” project website. Their film crew
is making a documentary of FAE to raise awareness and
encourage governments to ban the use of landmines and cluster
bombs. To quote the writers; “Ultimately, the film hopes to convey
the added sense of urgency for people and organisations
worldwide to pressure Thailand to change the laws in order to
protect the dwindling number of Asian Elephants. If nothing is
done, the species will become extinct within the next 50 years”.

FAE’s work is in a constant battle to continue with little
funding available to support the elephants needs. In the
meantime a vital question urgently needs an answer:

What is the future of the Asian Elephant?
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